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About Centre:
Centre is both a Think Tank and a Pressure Group. Our role as a pressure group
involves focusing on certain issues that we feel need attention and promoting
different causes. We also act as a Think Tank and publish papers exploring different
subjects in more depth. By doing this we hope to inform the public more on the
different options available and to generate new policy ideas. Centre is also a
registered company; its company number is 12406687 and it is registered as
CENTRETHINKTANKLTD.
Registered office address: 20-22 Wenlock Road, London, England, N1 7GU
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Introduction
We want a Scotland that uses the powers it has to
improve public services and to campaign for a free
market economy. We also want the Scottish
parliament to campaign for more powers including
powers over social security and the ability to hold
independence referendums.
This will give Scotland more say over its own future
whilst creating better public services. These public
services should include improving our education
system and a better healthcare system. Our justice
system also needs reform ensuring a focus on
reforming prisoners and rehabilitation.
With this we can not only strengthen public services
within Scotland, but we can also boost the economy.
Stronger public services will mean healthier and
happier workers which will increase productivity.
All of this would boost Scotland economy, strengthen
its public services and give it more powers to decide its
own future with.
-Torrin Wilkins, Director of Centre
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Summary:
Strong public services. Our public services should include an NHS
that fully covers mental health care. We also want an education
system that ensures every child has an equal chance to succeed and
supports everyone throughout their life.
Free Markets. Scotland should be a strong advocate within the UK
for a free market economy. We should also campaign for a simpler
tax system and a devolved property tax system.

Campaign for more devolved powers. We support more devolved
powers for Scotland over areas such social security policy and the
power to scrutinise Westminster laws. The Scottish Parliament should
also have the power to call an independence referendum.
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Our top priority is improving our education which will improve both the life chances
of students and our economy. Our model for education is based off of Finland which
is one of the most successful countries in the world for education. We have also
focused on equality and creativity which have both helped Finland improve its own
system.

Increase the use of technology in education. Using technology in education will help
to prepare students for the future and it will make education more personalised to
individual student’s interests. In education this can include apps to aid with the
marking of work, apps that help to analyse the performance of student’s, laptops or
tablets to write with, subject based games, virtual fieldtrips using virtual reality and
using 3D printers to create things. Investment in technology will save time for
teachers and it will give them more time for individual help.
An online education system. To ensure everyone can access education easily we want
to create a new government website that will allow people to access all courses
offered by schools and universities to students. This should include video tutorials,
interactive lessons and an effort to make as many peer reviewed papers open to all as
possible. This program should first be tested in a small number of areas to ensure it
works before it is rolled out to the rest of Scotland.
Use a committee to help plan better school meals. This would replace the decision on
school meals being taken simply by governors and would allow for broader input.
There should be a meeting each month to plan the meals students receive. It would
include members of the local county council, the schools governing body, a dietician
and staff at that school who deal with purchasing and serving food. This should look
at where the food is sourced and the nutritional value each item has. It will also help
students to pick up healthy eating habits at a younger age.
Replace the requirement for collective worship in schools. This would involve
replacing the requirement for periods of religious observance. The replacement
would mean schools should offer students the opportunity to take part in group
worship or reflection. This should not need to be Christian in nature as it should
depend on individual beliefs and students themselves must always have the right not
to take part.
Ensure students have access to bathroom breaks during lessons. We would require
teachers to allow students to use bathrooms during lessons. This is a result of
multiple incidents involving students on their periods or with either bladder issues
being unable to leave the classroom.
Gender neutral uniforms in schools. At the moment some schools make students
wear certain uniforms depending on their gender. We believe schools should allow
students to have a choice between wearing either skirts or trousers regardless of
their gender. Wales already has mandatory guidelines for schools meaning they
already have gender neutral uniforms.
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Give teachers a master’s degree when entering teaching. We support a Teach First
style program that means all new teachers have a tuition free master’s degree when
entering teaching. This should also be alongside the opportunity for existing teachers
to gain a master’s degree if they don’t already have one.
Only allow non-profit organisations and groups to be involved in running schools.
This would include voluntary-controlled. Whilst businesses would still be allowed to
donate money to these schools, they would not be allowed to take part in the running
of the schools. We would also cap the salaries of those running these schools to
ensure they don’t overpay themselves.
Community Schools:
All new state schools should be Community Schools. This would stop the creation of
new voluntary controlled.

Types of schools:
Faith Schools:
Schools should not be allowed to discriminate based on religion. We do not believe
that religion should be a factor in the recruitment of staff or whether children are
given a place. To do this we would remove the exemptions from the Equality act of
2010 which allows religious schools to discriminate based on religion.
Offer to purchase the land and buildings owned by government funded faith Schools.
As voluntary controlled schools often own the land and buildings we support offering
to buy both the land and the buildings. The schools would then be converted into
accountable community comprehensives.
Set standards for faith schools to continue to receive government funding. Faith
schools are run by a faith group and they have a religious character. They must pass
high safeguarding, equality & diversity standards if they are to carry on receiving
state funding. This would apply to all state schools receiving state funding including
voluntary controlled schools.
All schools:
Expand the number of schools using the national curriculum. This would mean
introducing a slimmed down national curriculum that needs to be taught at all
schools. This would also include bringing independent schools under the national
curriculum. However, some schools such as university technical colleges and studio
schools would be exempt as they are focusing on a single subject.
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Expand Education Scotland. Education Scotland is the school inspectorate which
inspects all schools including independent schools. We support yearly inspections
rather than the current system where inspections happen based on a sample of
schools each year rather than simply inspecting every school. When inspecting
schools, the watchdog would ensure that it looks at the happiness and wellbeing of
students, their mental health, grades and the life skills schools are teaching their
students. It should also take into account the number of students on free school
meals or with additional needs and record this on the report. To achieve minimum
marks in these inspections schools need to first ensure their students have good
mental health support and wellbeing, complaints will also be taken into account
during these inspections. A new independent complaints system should also from
part of the ensuring students and parents can easily make a complaint to an
independent body with clear guidance rather than schools dealing with serious
complaints. It would therefore remove this power from the existing Scottish Public
Services Ombudsman.

Early years education:
Increase the age at which children start education to 7. This gives children more time
to be around adults when they are younger so they are more likely to be around
people who are mature. This is the same starting age as they already use in Finland.

Middle years education:
Introduce TCSE’s. If T-Levels are successful, then we feel this style of course should
be expanded further. This would replace National Certificates and National Progress
Awards. This will involve partnering schools offering TCSE’s with businesses to give
students real world experience.
Split (PSHE) into separate sections. PSHE (Personal, Social, Health and Economic
Education) would be split into lessons on politics, business, finance, home economics,
sexual health and relationships. These would all be allocated separate slots of time
within PSHE lessons along with a curriculum for PSHE education. We would also
support teaching about basic consent from an early age and for Sex Education to be
taught in primary schools.
Teach topics rather than subjects. This would involve students looking at issues such
as climate change or immigration rather than individual topics such as science of
maths. Whilst the course content learnt by students would be similar, this would
change how it is delivered. It should combine technology and interactive teaching to
make education more personal along with individual projects for groups of students.
The aim of this is to make learning more applicable to the wider world.
Increase the importance of practical and verbal skills in Highers and Advanced
Highers. This would include increased weight for speaking and listening within English
and a focus on practical experiments within science.
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College entrance exams for students that don’t reach the required levels on their
Standard Grade qualifications. For students with learning disabilities we feel there
should be an alternative way into college to study Highers, Advanced Highers or
vocational courses at the same level run by the government. This should be through
an exam in either one or multiple areas depending on the subjects they want to study.
Introduce T-Levels. We welcome the new T-Levels which will be available in 2020
and we hope these improve vocational education within England. In We support
introducing these in Scotland by replacing the Higher National Certificate. This
qualification however needs to introduce more flexibility for rural schools allowing
more time to be spent at the college where travelling to an employee is more difficult.
Less homework. We believe students should have more time to play, develop as
people and make social connections. Students will also learn in other ways, especially
when they are exploring their natural surroundings. This is vital if students are to be
successful in school and will reduce the stress student’s experience. This approach
has already been used successfully in Finland.
Mixed ability classes for students. Alongside mixed ability schools, we also support
mixed ability classes where students of all abilities are in classrooms together. This
will require extra help for students with additional needs along with training for
teachers to work with all ability classrooms. Mixed ability classes are already proven
to work well in Finland.

Higher education:
Higher Education Grants. This would mean that 18-year-olds would receive a grant
for higher education as a replacement for payment they would have received for
university tuition fees and what is normally maintenance loans. This would cover
either the costs of university education, an apprenticeship, a vocational course or
another higher education course. It would be available to anyone going into higher
education and would therefore be paid through general taxation.
A single degree qualification exam board. Just as we support a single government
exam board for GCSE’s and A-levels, there should be a single body to mark degree
level exams and coursework. This would help to reduce biases that may affect the
marks of individual students and will also help to standardise the marks of students in
different universities.
Support two-year degree schemes. We support universities offering degree schemes
of two, rather than three, years. This would involve teaching during the summer
break. This has benefits for students wanting to enter the world of work or for
mature students wanting to take shorter periods of time off from work.
Increase funding for lifelong learning. This would make it easier to learn new skills
during or after work. We believe that education should be accessible to those who
want to learn at whatever age they may be.
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Increase loans for master’s students. We would increase the loans for master’s
students, so they cover the full cost of a master’s degree.
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We support free markets where it’s easier to do business. Creating a free-market
economy would involve the Scottish Parliament campaigning for a simpler tax system
and for the UK government to simplify or cut regulations.

Taxation:
Unified Income Tax. We support merging National Insurance, capital gains tax and
dividends taxes into the existing income rates. If this is implemented then in Scotland
this system should be partially devolved to replace the Scottish Parliaments existing
tax raising powers.
A Proportional Property Tax. Stamp duty, business rates and council tax should be
replaced with a single flat tax on the value of a property, a proportional property tax.
This would be the same rate that has proposed by Fairer Share of 0.48% and would
only be paid by owners of properties rather than renters. In Scotland Stamp Duty was
replaced by the Land and Buildings Transaction Tax which we would support being
replaced by this system. A proportional property tax should then be devolved in
Scotland.
Tax Based Regulation. Tax based regulation is where the government places a tax on
a harmful product and uses the revenue to reduce the tax on another product. This
means that rather than a complete ban on something, it makes it more profitable for a
business to follow government policy. The revenue from the Scottish Landfill Tax
would go back into environmentally friendly alternatives.
Tell people how their taxes are spent. This will be done using spreadsheets to show
how the government spends taxes. It will be based off the system already used by
some Nordic countries.
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Our vision is for a more democratic and open system of government. We believe in a
fairer voting system and devolving more power to Scotland. Our system also needs to
ensure ordinary people have more access to the system by simplifying government
and making it more accountable to the people.
More powers for the Scottish Parliament. The Scottish Parliament should campaign
for more powers over areas such as social security, it should have the power to call
independence referendums and to remove the power to scrutinise Westminster from
the House of Lords and for it to instead be held by the Scottish parliament. For social
security we would support the implementation of a Guaranteed Minimum Income.
Overall, the parliament should be highly autonomous with full powers over areas
other than foreign affairs, immigration taxation, defence and the constitution.
We would also support a wider UK Federacy where the powers of devolved
parliaments and assemblies would be written into a future constitution. This would
mean that the House of Commons couldn’t remove powers from them without their
consent.
Mixed-Member Proportional Representation for Scottish Parliament elections. This
would involve the Scottish Parliament replacing the Additional member system used
for elections with Mixed-Member Proportional Representation.
A single layer of local government. We support the abolition of Community councils
along with a single system for council governance. This will be with the committee
system which involves committees with a similar makeup to the council as a whole
making the decisions. We also support county councils connecting more with
community sector organisations so they can act at a level that is closer to the
individual.
A system of recall for representatives. This means that if you think your local
representative has done something wrong, you can start a petition to trigger a byelection. To be successful, the petition must be signed by at least 20% of the
constituents who are registered to vote in that area for members of devolved
parliaments and 30% for county council members.
Limit donations to political parties and candidates. We will limit the amount of money
each individual can donate to a political party per election and restrict all donations to
individuals. There will also be a ceiling on how much a candidate can take overall. It
would be linked to inflation and we would only allow individuals to donate a
maximum of £4,000 each to a political party per year. During election campaigns
political parties would only be allowed to spend a maximum of eight million pounds
each.
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The NHS needs to unify its services under one umbrella covering mental and physical
health. This needs to be alongside modernisation to ensure the NHS is fit for the
future.
Involve doctors and nurses in management decisions. Just like we wish to involve
workers more in decision making we want to do the same thing with the NHS. When
decisions are being made around areas like funding and management there needs to
be workers there to discuss the changes.
Care for the elderly and disabled needs to be delivered at home when possible.
Rather than elderly people having to travel from their homes to see a doctor if they
prefer or need to see a doctor, they should be able to arrange for someone to come
and visit them.
Focus on illness prevention. If an illness is treated early on, then it will cost less, so
the NHS should focus on giving people treatment to prevent illness where possible.
A new NHS watchdog. An NHS watchdog would receive and deal with complaints
from patients and NHS staff alongside inspecting hospitals to ensure they are up to a
good standard. It would also identify areas where there are unnecessary staff or
contractors and report these to the NHS to act on. There would also be an
accountability board to investigate failings within the system. This would involve
expanding more widely the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman into a larger public
services watchdog and specifically for healthcare the Care Inspectorate and
Healthcare Improvement Scotland.
Update NHS patient record storage. The NHS used multiple IT systems with different
parts of the UK using different systems. Whilst Scotland has a single system, we
support merging this into a UK wide NHS system.
Increase the availability of virtual NHS appointments. Virtual appointment should be
available for hospital or GP appointments via a phone or video call. This was part of
the NHS Long Term Plan but needs to be extended further with the option of an
online appointment for wherever its practical to do so.

An NHS umbrella:
Mental health care should be brought under the NHS umbrella. This will involve
offering existing mental health care that isn’t directly run by the government the
ability to move into the NHS umbrella and pay scales. This would both unify the
services more and would allow mental health care to work better alongside other
forms of health care.
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Integrate CAMHS into the education system. We believe we must integrate mental
health referral into state schools and universities. This would involve at least one
trained individual within each school or university campus. Integration should also be
offered to private universities and schools. This will ensure schools and CAMHS can
work closely together to ensure solutions for every child can be adapted into their
educational environment. This would replace the plan for dedicated mental health
counsellors in schools from the Scottish government and would instead use the
funding for CAMHS.
Link st John Ambulance to the NHS more closely. We believe that groups like St John
Ambulance Scotland should be used to give people pre-NHS employment courses so
it can be used as a way into working for the NHS. These will count when applying to
work within the NHS or to do a health-related course in a college.

New funding sources:
Offer non-essential operations within the NHS. This would mean allowing surgeries
the NHS would not normally do to be done via the NHS for a payment as an
alternative to private hospitals.
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We want to protect the environment and to ensure we also protect wildlife within
Scotland. This means moving away from trying to keep control of animal populations
ourselves and instead rewilding areas of Scotland.

Wildlife:
Ban all Hunting with Dogs. We also support strengthening the Scottish Protection of
Wild Mammals (Scotland) Act 2002. This should include banning the hunting of
rabbits, hares, deer, foxes, mice and rats with dogs. The sentence for breaking this
law should be a prison sentence. Drag hunting will however remain legal because it
does not involve the killing of animals. Instead, the focus should be on reducing the
numbers of animals that foxes live off such as excess mice, rats, voles and shrews.
Include crustaceans and cephalopods in the definition of animals. This would include
crustaceans such as lobsters, krill, barnacles, woodlice, crabs, shrimps, crayfish and
prawns. It would also include cephalopods which include squid, cuttlefish, octopus
and nautilus. This would ban practices such as boiling lobsters alive. This would
involve updating the Animal Health and Welfare (Scotland) Act 2006.
Ban the sale and use of snares and glue traps. Both would be banned as they cause
animals amounts of pain and suffering tapped for long periods of time by glue or
snares before they die. Instead, the focus should be on removing household food
sources from these animals along with re-introducing animals to the UK that eat mice
and rats which these traps are often used for. This would involve amending the
Wildlife and Natural Environment (Scotland) Act 2011.
Ban cage farming by 2035. Instead, barns and free-range animals should be used with
cage faming eventually banned. This would involve changing The Welfare of Farmed
Animals (Scotland) Regulations 2010.
A large-scale reintroduction program of animals into Scotland. To keep populations of
rats, mice, voles, rabbits and foxes away from overpopulation, we support the
reintroduction of certain animals to Scotland. This would include reintroducing or
increasing the populations of wildcats, birds of prey and wolves.
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We believe that everyone should have an equal opportunity to succeed in life and
that we can tackle these inequalities with real change. This will involve removing
barriers for these groups and ensuring both government support, our economy and
society work for everyone.
Take the definition of marriage out of the legal framework. We believe that marriage
is a personal choice, and the government should not try to influence people in making
that choice. Therefore, we would take the definition of marriage out of the legal
framework so governments wouldn’t be allowed to benefit, or disadvantage people
based on whether they are married.
The Church of Scotland should no longer be the national church of Scotland. The
national church in Scotland is the Church of Scotland otherwise known as the Kirk.
This would be removed as the national church of Scotland as Scotland is both
religiously diverse and includes those without religion at all. Therefore, no religion
should be placed above all others by the state.
Provide free contraceptives. We propose that condoms, femidoms, tampons and the
pill should be provided free of charge. For distribution we support providing them
through; schools, universities, food banks, toilets, homeless shelters, women’s
refuges, workplaces and through the NHS GP surgeries.
Cap the cost of child care. Childcare costs in Scotland are far too high and this affects
women who end up quitting their jobs to stay at home. Childcare includes both child
minders looking after children at home and nurseries. Childcare is extremely
beneficial to parents, society and the economy. It means parents have more money to
spend on other things and can work with the peace of mind that their child is being
cared for. This means more people in work growing the economy and it will reduce
the number of people moving away from the UK due to unfavourable childcare
policies. This policy would cap the cost of childcare at £140 per month and poorer
families will get it for free, a policy currently used in Sweden. This would be available
until children start education, under our plans this would be at age 7.
Decriminalise sex work. Whilst prostitution itself is legal, many of the activities
related to it are illegal. A new law should be based off of New Zealand’s 2003
Prostitution reform act which decriminalised prostitution. The new law would aim to
protect sex workers from violence, abuse, allow for the enforcement of safer
practices and it would also try to reduce discrimination against prostitutes. The
primary focus would be on protecting those who take part in prostitution from harm.
Management of brothels would be decriminalised, and strict rules would be placed on
their management practices. It would also further ensure no one under 18 is able to
buy prostitution or become a prostitute.
Ban non-consensual and unnecessary intersex operations. We would ban operations
on intersex people if they are both not medically necessary and are done at an age
where consent cannot be asked of the person who is having that operation.
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LGBTQ+ rights:
Reform the GRA to allow self-determination. We would simplify the process for
someone to change their gender. The current system is lengthy and difficult requiring
people to provide evidence they have lived in their new gender for two years, a
medical diagnosis of gender dysphoria, details of medical treatment they have had,
legally declaring they will live in that gender until death and finally to pay a small fee.
To replace this, we are advocating for self-determination where, rather than it being
left up to other people to decide whether someone is the gender they say they are,
the person themselves gets to decide. This has already been successfully used in
multiple European countries such as Portugal and the Republic of Ireland. The
Equality Act will also still be in place which allows single-gender services to exclude
transgender people in limited circumstances and other protections will also still exist
such as protections against indecency.
Remove gender markers on legal documents. There is currently no non-binary or
intersex option on legal documents, meaning that often people are forced to identify
themselves using a gender that they are not. We therefore support removing gender
markers on legal documents, including passports. Whilst an alternative solution would
be to use a statutory declaration system where people could choose between male,
female and an ‘X’ marker, we have concerns about creating a list of people who
identify as neither male or female.
Increase the quality and number of gender identity clinics. The current state of
gender identity clinics within the UK has led to enormous wait times which is why the
system needs to be drastically improved. There should be three key goals in
improving gender identity clinics. Firstly, to increase both the number of gender
identity clinics and the number of staff within them. This increase the number of staff
will be achieved both with a general increase in pay and clinics but also by a one-time
payment for those that move to a gender identity clinic. The second is to ensure that
GPs are aware that they both can and should diagnose gender dysphoria and handle
Hormone Replacement Therapy prescriptions. Finally, we should abandon the
gatekeeping method used now in favour of informed consent as a model for
healthcare provision much like used by indigo has been using in Manchester. This will
reduce wait times and increase the quality of care delivered.
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We need significant upgrades to both our rail and road infrastructure so traveling
long distances is easier. This will both help with moving towards greener transport
and connecting up businesses.

Railways:
A transport watchdog. This watchdog would deal with train delays and whether train
companies should repay tickets. It could then compel train companies to repay tickets
where it thinks a repayment is clearly due or the service was below standard.

Roads:
Invest in roads. Extra investment in roads means the government allocating more
money for Transport Scotland. This funding should be targeted at rural areas,
especially in the Highlands. It may also be possible for new roads to be white to
reflect more heat and to cool the surface temperature during hot weather.
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We believe in the Scottish Parliament campaigning for a simplified social security
system to ensure more people who need help from receive it. This means creating a
level below which no one can fall whilst also reducing the costs the existing system
spends on administration.
A Guaranteed Minimum Income. A Guaranteed Minimum Income ensures that
anyone out of work or on a low income will receive enough money to live above the
poverty line. If you start to earn money from a part time job or one that pays below a
living wage, the Guaranteed Minimum Income will decrease until you are earning a
living wage. This means work will always pay more than being on benefits unless you
are receiving extra support. In Scotland we would support the powers to do this
being devolved to Scotland. This would add to the Cold Weather Payment and the
Winter Fuel Payment which are already devolved..

A series of top-up systems:
Carers top-up. If you are a carer, then you will be able to receive a Guaranteed
Minimum Income top-up. This will supplement either your wage or regular
Guaranteed Minimum Income payments. This would replace the Carer's Allowance
which is currently devolved to Scotland.
Disability top-up. If someone is unable to work due to disability, then they can
receive a Guaranteed Minimum Income. This would include a living wage payment for
those out of work as a result of injury or disability with payments for those with extra
requirements such as equipment or individual carers on top of this if needed. It would
replace the disability living allowance, the personal independence payment and the
Attendance Allowance which are all devolved to Scotland. If this top-up is created
then the full top-up should be devolved to Scotland with all other disability benefits
included.
Child support top-up. If a Guaranteed Minimum income is eventually introduced
within the UK as a whole, we should support the Scottish Child Payment being
merged into the child support top-up.
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The justice system needs to be based off of a system of reforming prisoners and
helping them to move away from crime. The focus here is on reducing the number of
people reoffending. We also seek to reduce the disadvantages people may face due
to their background.

Focus on reforming prisoners. We support a justice system would be much like the
Norwegian model which has shown that rehabilitation of prisoners can result in only a
very small number of prisoners reoffending. This would hopefully reduce the amount
of money that needs to be spent on the prison service overall. Just like the
Norwegian system, we would offer education for inmates to help them find work
once they have left prison and to help them not to fall into a cycle of reoffending. To
reduce prison culture, we also support copying the idea of larger prisons with houses
containing multiple rooms rather than cells. These would have separate toilets and
showers.
For high-risk prisoners, there will still be high security prisons as the more open
prisons will be targeted at minimal crimes. However, offenders who are in prison for
larger crimes can apply to go to these prisons when they reach the last four months
of their sentence if they have been very well behaved.
Expanded restorative justice programs. This is where, if the victims agree to it, victims
and criminals can discuss the crime that has taken place. This gives the criminal a
chance to understand the impact their crime had on the person and the community.
The offender then gives back to the community through programs such as
community service.
Before prison sentences are handed out, people must be given a full mental health
check. In order to ensure our prison services are effective we need to implement full
checks when prisoners entre prison rather than the current system of rushed tests, so
we know what help needs to be given to prisoners. This would take place before any
judgment is made so it can be considered if a sentence is delivered.
If you've served a full sentence for a minor crime, it shouldn't be on your record. This
will help prisoners to get back into work after smaller crimes and will hopefully stop
them from reoffending due to poverty.
We don’t support the use of the death penalty for any crime. It does not allow for
real compensation for those proven innocent, it may end up with the state killing
innocent people due to the fact there is never total certainty in almost any case and it
does not deter people from committing crimes. While this will lead to some prisoners
spending their lives in prison, it will also provide more time to investigate more into
cases and for any new information to come to light. We will also campaign for the
death penalty to be abolished worldwide as well as within international organisations.
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Set the minimum age at which someone can be charged for a crime to 13. Currently
the minimum age someone can be tried for a crime is 10 years of age which we feel is
too low. The age must be appropriate to when an individual can tell right from wrong.
This level is extremely low compared to other countries around the world, so we feel
that it needs to be increased to an age where children are more likely to understand
their actions.
When someone is tried for a crime, they should remain anonymous. When someone
is tried or going to be tried for a crime, they should not have their identity released to
the public or through the press unless it is necessary in order to find them. This
comes from a belief that justice should be down to the UK’s justice system rather
than vigilante justice so releasing someone’s details and image means that is at risk.
Along with this it is very difficult to have a fair trial if the story is widely known about
as jurors may be convinced before the trial.
Increase legal aid funds. This would involve reversing the cuts in legal aid that have
taken place since 2010. This would be alongside reinstating help for cases involving
family law and other areas that are no longer covered by legal aid. This would help to
reduce some of the inequalities that currently exist in the UK’s court system.
All police must wear body cameras. This would require police officers who are dealing
with cases to record their actions. It would allow for a full record of police actions,
can help to defend against any accusations of misconduct and makes it easier to
review cases afterwards.
All prisons should be publicly run. We do not believe prisons or prison services should
be run for profit. We feel a profit-based approach is the wrong motive for prisons to
have and that operating under public ownership is a better model. Dangerous
individuals should also not be placed under the guard of private companies.
Fines will be proportionate to income. Rather than simply receiving a flat fine the
amount charged will depend on the person’s earnings. It’s a system already used in
Finland, Sweden and Denmark successfully. This would be used as the method for
fining for, Fixed Penalty Notices, for speeding offences and any other fines issues by
the police. Under this system those who are poorer will pay less as a fixed fine would
likely be a huge dent in their personal finances whilst those who have more money
will have a fine that actually make some impact on their finances.
A justice watchdog. The justice watchdog would receive and then investigate
complaints against the police or the judiciary by members of the public. It would be
able to either refer issues for criminal prosecution or to recommend members of the
police or judiciary step down. This would involve more generally expanding the
Scottish Public Services Ombudsman into a wider watchdog.
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Exempt offenders who are pregnant from prison. Offenders who are pregnant should
be exempt from prisons with different routes for serious and non-serious offenders.
For those convicted of a minor offence this would involve a suspended sentence
rather than prison time, something we would support rolling out for smaller offences
more generally. For more serious crimes we would instead support a secure
environment rather than prison. This would only be usable one time per prison
sentence.
Use community service more for minor crimes. Rather than relying on prison
community service is where people do jobs for the community. This would be used
alongside restorative justice to ensure perpetrators know the effect of their crime.
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There is an urgent need for new houses with high levels of homelessness and
unaffordable housing. We believe the government needs to focus on increasing the
number of houses available and fight against rising levels of homelessness.
•

Councils in Scotland.

A zoning system. A zoning system would split land up into separate areas called zones
in which different types of building is allowed or for some areas no building is allowed
at all. This system would mean more certainty to those wanting to build houses than
the current system which looks at each building project individually. It would also
likely lead to land prices being far more stable as what can be done with that land is
set out before that land is brought. This system would be set by local councils and we
support zones having multiple uses rather than just being for one purpose only. One
of the other advantages to this system would be a using it to encourage building on
Brownfield sites with the ability to place less restrictions on what can be built on
these areas. This differs from the current system which leaves the possibility of other
areas receiving more lenient planning permission due to being approved on an
individual basis. Finally, we would create specific zone types that could be used by
travellers and other communities more easily.
•

Councils in Scotland.

A new purchasing system for council houses. Right to buy should be replaced by a
new scheme which will allow councils to build more houses. In this system when
tenants are earning enough, they will be able to pay money towards a deposit to buy
their council house. When the tenant decides to buy the house, the mortgage
payments for the property will go to the council to allow them to build new houses or
renovate existing ones for new owners. This means people living in council houses
are more likely to care for them as they are given the possibility of owning it in the
future.
Expand the Low-cost Initiative for First Time Buyers (LIFT) scheme. The scheme helps
people buying a property for the first time financially and should be expanded to help
more buyers.
New houses should have proper insulation. This would require new houses to follow
passive-house standards which means houses are insulated to keep them at a stable
temperature. This both makes houses more energy efficient and reduces heating bills.
Support new garden cities. Alongside new houses being built in existing towns, cities
and villages, new settlements should be garden cities. These give residents more
natural space and reduce the overcrowding of houses. Garden cities should be built
on greenfield sites to ensure this land is used effectively whilst allowing some of the
area to grow back to its natural state.
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For any housing built, there needs to be sufficient infrastructure. For new houses to
be built, first there must be the infrastructure to support the people moving in. This
means that if there aren’t enough school places, hospital beds or other public services
in place, new infrastructure must be built to ensure existing residents don’t see their
access to services decrease as a result of extra housing.
A housing watchdog. The housing watchdog would receive and then investigate
complaints against either tenants or landlords. It would also ensure collective
bargaining agreements are negotiated and implemented properly.
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Whilst the pandemic has isolated people, we need to ensure that once the pandemic
is over, we try to bring communities back together. This means helping to create
stronger and more connected local communities where people have places to meet
up and get to know each other.
New or expanded community hubs. We support either creating community hubs in
areas that don’t have them or expanding existing hubs. The aim would be for these
hubs to include provisions that would help pensioners and the wider community to
connect more. This includes community kitchens, regular meet and eats, access to
free food, cafes and education or music facilities.
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